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of the language before the operation of i-umlaut. See
§482.
§488. Past Participle: The ending of the past participle
has already been explained in § 442. In prim. Germanic
the prefix *gi- was added to the past participle to impart to
it a perfective meaning. Verbs which were already per-
fective in meaning, such as bringan, to bring, ctiman,
to come, findan, to find, niman, to take, weorfan, to become,
did not originally have it. But in OE. the simple past
participle generally had ge-, irrespectively as to whether
it was perfective or imperfective in meaning. On past
participles which have i-umlaut, see § 442.
§ 489. On the parts of strong verbs which exhibit
Verner's law in OE., see § 238.
the classification of the strong verbs.
class I.
§ 490. The verbs of this class belong to the first ablaut-
series (§ 226) and therefore have I in all forms of the
present, a in the first and third pers. sing, of the preterite,
and i in the preterite plural and past participle, thus :
bidan, to await       bad	bidon	biden
Goth, beidan	bdi}>	bidun	bidans
And similarly aetwitan, to blame, reproach; acwman,
to dwindle away; behlldan, to cover; belifan, to remain;
bescitan, to befoul; besmitan, to pollute; bit an, to bite;
blican, to shine; cinan, to crack; clifan, to stick, adhere;
cnidan, to beat; drifan, to drive] dwman, to dwindle;
flitan, to strive, quarrel] gewitan, to depart; ginan, to
yawn; glidan, to glide; gnidan, to rub together; gripan,
to seize; hnitan, to knock; hrinan, to touch; hwman, to
whizz ; nipan, to grozv dark; ridan, to ride; sican, to sigh ;
scinan (§ 133, Note 2), to shine ; scrifan, to prescribe; slidan,
to slide; slitan, to slit; snican, to crawl; spiwan (§ 265),
to spew, spit; strican, to stroke; fctridan, to stride; swican,

